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Introduction

The long-lived mind–body philosophical problem
examines the connection between mind and
matter, and in particular between consciousness
and the brain, and is confronted since pre-
Aristotelian philosophers. A variety of approaches
have been proposed, principally either
dualist or monist. The issue was famously
addressed in the 17th century by René Descartes,
chiefly suggesting that the non-physical mind is an
exclusivity of humans, not of other animals too.
Since the formulation of Cartesian dualism, the
mind was widely believed to be a subject
of philosophy and science could not supposedly
penetrate the field of consciousness. The rejection
of the mind–body dichotomy is later found in
French Structuralism; thenceforth, and especially
over the last 2 decades, quasi-most scholars have
begun to consent to the existence of a science of
consciousness, implying neural correlates of the
self and of consciousness (e.g. Antonio
Damasio, Gerald Edelman). The current problem
consciousness researchers encounter is related to
the illumination of how and why consciousness
emerges from neural computation and of the level
of consciousness other creatures possess, after the
partial rejection of the perseverance in Descartes’
perspective. Thereafter, with consciousness being
recently also attributed in a sense to animals, what
is left to humans to claim of their own is self-
consciousness. In a philosophical context, self-
consciousness is differentiated from mere
consciousness where thought focuses upon
external stimuli in the world. Self-conscious
thought is -to a great extent- responsible for
complexity in human culture.

Objectives
Our aim is to clarify whether animals are
conscious, and if so, what the level, possibly
depending on their brain-wise similarity with
human kind, of their consciousness is and to gain
a brief insight of the data relevant to the
understanding of the neuronal mechanisms and
structures underlying in what is supposed to be
human’s unique feature of consciousness, the so
called self-consciousness.

Methods

A search of the literature in relevant journals
(e.g. Nature Neuroscience, American Zoologist),
in MEDLINE database via PubMed and manually
in identified articles’ reference list was
conducted. Articles were selected based on their
relevance to the current topic.

Results

• Animals (Complex animals with respect to
their behaviour) are gifted with the
possession of consciousness as they feel pain,
pleasure, feel cheerful as a result of it, have
goals and pursuits, see and get their attention
caught by one of its kind expecting a
competition game etc.

• This assumption is proposed by ideas like :

1. the neuronal architectures similarities of
structures like thalamus in primates, mice and
others,

2. the fact that human is a result of an
evolutionary chain of thousands of years and
not a big bang like created organism
suggesting a smooth transition in structure
and behavior,

3. the similar behaviors exhibited by animals and
humans under stress conditions.

Discussion

Conclusions

Other species seem to satisfy the rather vague
behavioral criteria for being conscious.
Nonetheless, the particular characteristic of
self-consciousness seems –for now- to be
exclusively attributed to human kind. However,
further research should be made to
comprehend deeply the neuronal background of
the enigmatic as it is now features of
consciousness and self-consciousness as well as
the way acquisition of language is involved in
conscious experiences.

Binocular rivalry task:

Macaque monkeys when 
presented one image in one 
eye(sunburst pattern) and 

another to the other eye (face) 
seem to have the same 

experience with humans  since  
they see the input received by 
one eye, followed by that of 
the other and so on and the 
switching times  are similar. 

Social competition tests:

The subordinate chimp more 
often got to the food invisible 
from the perspective of the 

dominant than the visible one. 
In addition, the likelihood of 
taking the food was higher 

when the dominant witnessing 
the baiting process was 
switched with another 

dominant unaware of the       
process , thus showing 

representational ability of what 
competitors see.

Shape-object similarities 
tests:

Grey parrots using words tell 
whether unknown objects to 
them are same or different 

and even recognize whether 
the object is in colour or 

shape.

Mirror Tests:

Asian elephants marked 
while sedated or asleep  

when put in front of a mirror 
direct their behavior towards 

the mark showing self 
recognition capabilities.
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The claim that animals don’t share the state of
consciousness as humans do is possibly a
remnant of the human’s high belief of being a
privileged species amongst others and not a
part of the evolutionary chain. Consciousness as
a trait gives the animal the ability to show non –
algorithm, somewhat unpredictable judgment
when opposed to a certain threat or dilemma
and especially in complex situations, which
consists an evolutionary advantage. Perhaps
progress in the understanding of the level of
animals consciousness can be made by testing a
wide selection of animals in a variety of
situations and assess their responses in that.
Higher order- extended consciousness related
capacities are attributed to humans. However,
the task of linking the electro-mechanical
interactions in certain brain areas or -even
better- neuronal circuits to the arousal of
consciousness is far from being accomplished.
Towards that goal the role of language must be
highlighted. Even though a language system is
not prerequisite for consciousness, it
considerably enriches it. The horizon of thought
is broadened by mastering linguistic skills.
Animals, for example, unlike humans, are not
able to think of themselves being taken out for a
walk next week, they don’t feel jealous or a
sense of moral duty since they don’t possess the
concept of these characteristics. In addition, the
study of syndromes like xenomelia might aid the
task of understanding the subfield of self-
consciousness the bodily self-consciousness.

• Unlike animals, humans are aware of their
mental state and feelings and have their own
history- autobiography.

• The self-consciousness scenery is rather blurry.
Data link self-identification, self-location and
first-person perspective (simplest forms of self-
consciousness) to proceedings temporo-parietal
and premotor cortex.

• Anterior insula cortex might be a possible
correlate of self-consciousness. Also, medial
prefrontal cortex is implicated in self-referential
processing and differentiation of self from
others.

• Understanding the neural base of self-
consciousness might lie in the discovery of the
neural paths related to the mastering of linguistic
skills and the sorts of thinking that possibly arise
from it.
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